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Abstract. In this vision paper, we argue that current solutions to data analytics are not suitable for complex tasks from the humanities, as they are agnostic
of the user and focused on static, predefined tasks with large-scale benchmarks.
Instead, we believe that the human must be put into the loop to address small
data scenarios that require expert domain knowledge and fluid, incrementally defined tasks, which are common for many humanities use cases. Besides the main
challenges, we discuss existing and urgently required solutions to interactive data
acquisition, model development, model interpretation, and system support for interactive data analytics. In the envisioned interactive systems, human users not
only provide annotations to a machine learner, but train a model by using the system and demonstrating the task. The learning system will actively query the user
for feedback, refine its model in real-time, and is able to explain its decisions.
Our vision links natural language processing research with recent advances in
machine learning, computer vision, and data management systems, as realizing
this vision relies on combining expertise from all of these scientific fields.

1

Challenges in Analyzing Humanities Data

Automated data analytics, aka. data mining and machine learning, is a key technology
for enriching and interpreting data, making informed decisions, and developing new
data-driven scientific methods across many disciplines in industry and academia. Although the potential of interactive problem solving was recognized early on [16], this
field has not progressed very far beyond the initial work. In particular, interactive machine learning and data analytics have only recently received increased attention [98].
Current data analytics solutions focus predominantly on well-defined tasks that can
be solved by processing large, homogeneous datasets available in a structured form.
Consider for example recommender systems, which suggest new products based on
the product’s properties, the products that the customer has previously bought, and the
collective behavior of the customer database [43]. The state-of-the-art relies on huge
amounts of data—over one billion pairs of users and news items passively gathered—to
train a deep neural network [28]. This may explain, why data analytics is conceived in
a rather impersonal way, with algorithms working autonomously on passively collected
data, although practice is quite the opposite. Most of the influence practitioners have,
comes through interacting with data, including crafting the data and examining results.
In the late 1990s, digitized data became widely available in the humanities as well.
Since then, there has been a clear demand for data analytics approaches to tap into these
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textual and visual data, including cultural heritage collections. The research questions
and strategies in the humanities are, however, radically different from data analytics
tasks in other disciplines.
First, despite the large amount of digitized data, there is typically only a tiny fraction that qualifies as training data for machine learning systems, because most of the
data lacks cleaning, preprocessing, and gold standard labels. Data preparation tasks are
often highly complex in the humanities. For text, they range from transcribing Gothic
script or handwriting through the labeling of references to persons and their actions
to a manual analysis of the text’s argumentative structure. For images and video, e.g.,
we need to correct distortions, annotate gestures, or manually describe scenes. Rather
than depending on big input data, future data analytics methods for the humanities must
therefore be able to cope with small data scenarios, generalize from few input signals,
and at the same time avoid overfitting to the idiosyncrasies of the dataset.
Second, the analysis of humanities data requires highly specific expert knowledge.
This may include historical and legal facts, understanding ancient and special languages, or recognizing gestures or architectural properties in images and video. Relying
on expert knowledge further limits our possibilities to manually label data, as common
annotation procedures, such as crowdsourcing [54] or gamification [2], can only be
used for certain subproblems or must be customized for laypeople. An even more severe problem is, however, interpreting the output of a data analytics system, which is
only possible with expert domain knowledge. So far, training such a system requires
vast machine learning expertise, preventing domain experts from directly participating
in the development process. Inspecting and refining a model is particularly challenging
in neural network architectures, as there is still little insight into the internal operation
and behavior of complex models [109]. Future methods need to communicate directly
with domain experts and allow them to steer the data analytics process.
Third, most research questions in the humanities are not clearly defined in advance,
but developed over time as the research hypothesis evolves. We therefore need data
analytics methods that allow for fluid problem definitions. This is particularly true for
subjective tasks, for which multiple, partially contradicting theories co-exist. Examples
are different schools and traditions in philosophy as well as disparate sources and opinions in history or law. Rather than aiming at a single, universal problem definition, we
thus need methods that adapt to particular users or theories and recognize shifting goals.
Although some of these challenges are relevant for data science tasks in general
(e.g., the small data scenario in the biomedical domain [93]), fluid problem definitions
are prototypical for the humanities, as researchers have to pursue and develop competing theories and standpoints before judging them according to their merits. The humanities therefore need specific solutions for future data analytics. This requires a close
cooperation of natural language processing and computer vision with machine learning
and data management systems research.

2

Interactive Data Analytics

In this paper, we advocate research on interactive machine learning approaches for
data analytics tasks in the humanities. Interactive machine learning is characterized by
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incremental model updates based on a user’s actions and feedback, yielding a system
that is simultaneously developed and used. Rather than teaching a machine learning
system with a predefined set of training instances, as is the most common practice
today, we envision an intelligent system that a user teaches by using it. This is triggered
by the insight that a user will not necessarily start with a pre-defined concept that must
be modeled as accurately as possible (as is often assumed in machine learning); the
concept sought after is likely to evolve during the discovery process and, hence, during
the process of selecting data and training a machine learning system.
Indeed, this is akin to active learning—the system may ask the user to label a certain instance while learning—but transgresses it by removing the strong focus on data
labeling. Active learning removes the passivity of the learning system which, in the
classical setting, only receives data, and allows it to actively pose questions on the data.
However, the teacher (i.e., the human expert) is passive in the sense that she has no
direct influence on the models that the learner induces from the data. Her only way of
influencing the results is via the provided data or labels. For that reason Shivaswamy
and Joachims [94] extended this towards coactive learning, where the teacher can also
correct the learner during learning if necessary, providing a slightly improved but not
necessarily optimal example as feedback.
In interactive learning, we envision a process where the teacher and the learner not
only interact at the data and example level, but also at the model level itself. The user
should be enabled to directly interact with the model, to provide feedback on the model
that influences the learner, or to even directly modify parts of the learner. This way,
learning becomes a fully co-adaptive process, in which a human is changing computer
behavior, but the human also adapts to use machine learning more effectively and adjusts his or her data and goals in response to what is learned. This requires on the one
hand ways for communicating information or feedback about the models to the learner,
and, on the other hand, relies on innovative methods for communicating learned models to a domain expert who is typically inexperienced in machine learning. Thus, we
envision future interactive data analytics to essentially consist of four components:
Interactive Data Acquisition: The domain expert and the learning system need to interact to acquire the appropriate data as well as for annotating and labeling the data.
Interactive Model Development: Besides influencing the learning process by providing suitable training data, the domain expert can interact with the learning algorithm during the model’s construction and use this to continually alter and refine
the model.
Interactive Model Interpretation: The learned model is not passive and intransparent, but can be actively understood and explored by the domain expert.
Interactive System Support: To support the iterative learning process and the effective human–computer interaction under real-time constraints, it is essential to link
interactive machine learning with data management systems.
All four components have, to some extent, been explored in the literature before, but for
interactive data analytics it is essential that all four are realized and tightly integrated
so that their synthesis facilitates the interaction between the domain expert and the
analytics tool at multiple levels. Figure 1 shows how the four components enrich the
traditional data analytics process based on explicit feedback in the form of labeled data.
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Fig. 1. Overview of our interactive data analytics vision: Besides the traditional approach (gray
arrows) of training a learner by explicit feedback in the form of labeled data, the learner should be
enabled to actively pose questions to the teacher, integrate implicit feedback and direct changes
to the underlying model as well as foster interpretation of the learned model yielding a fluid
task definition. The machine learning setup is backed by interactive system support to ensure the
learner’s response in real-time.

By putting the human in the loop, we can approach data analytics methods also in
small data scenarios requiring expert knowledge, as it is the case in the humanities. The
interactive learning paradigm does not only allow a user to steer the learning process,
but also to simultaneously develop the actual task and learning goal.
It should be noted that the general idea of interactive machine learning is anything
but new. De Raedt and Bruynooghe [80] used the term already in 1992 for a logical
rule learning system that interactively queries the user whether a newly learned rule
is considered correct. Interactive machine learning gained also some attention during
the Intelligent User Interfaces conference series, since Fails and Olsen [29] introduced
an interactive approach for image segmentation in 2003. Unlike in previous works,
the users of Fails and Olsen’s system are more than oracles for assessing the learning
process. Instead, the users roughly crayon the outlines of an object and iteratively refine
their input as the system updates its prediction. Or consider the GrabCut system due
to Rother et al. [86]. It takes this further and considers different interaction modes to
make the communication between the user and the learner more efficient. This is what
Amershi et al. [4] later entitled as “power to the people”: the users teach a machine
learning system by demonstrating how it should behave, rather than just providing a
(large) number of hand-labeled training instances.
This learning paradigm is known as imitation learning or learning from demonstration [88,6,5,77]. Though it is an active research topic at the Neural Information
Processing Systems (NIPS) conferences, research continues to focus mostly on teaching robots. To facilitate data analytics for the humanities, however, we need to leverage
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methods for text and visual data, which to date have only been cursorily researched.
Despite image segmentation [29,86,37], there is recent work on natural language generation [55] and natural language understanding [104]. The advantages of learning from
demonstration are backed up by the user study by Cakmak et al. [15], who found that
a standard approach to active learning is not perceived as a “real interaction” and some
users complained about an imbalanced and badly structured stream of inquiries that
hindered effective teaching to some extent. This was different in a setup that allowed
users to ask the robot themselves, as the learning felt more natural.
Moving on with interactive approaches to data analytics for text and visual data
is relevant for a large number of tasks in the humanities. A prototypical application
is argumentation analysis. This is relevant for communication science (e.g., the analysis of political speeches), philosophy and ethics (e.g., controversial standpoints about
cloning), history (e.g., changes in the public debate about corruption), and journalism
(e.g., evidence retrieval and fact checking in news items). Typically, these use cases
have a high impact on our society, but no clear, predefined task definition. There are,
for instance, multiple competing theories of argumentative structures or how to define
a fact. Instead, researchers approach a task from different perspectives with research
questions that evolve while working with the data. Most tasks would benefit from a
multimodal analysis, as text, images, and video (e.g., of political debates or to generate
evidence for fact checking) contain complementary information.
In the remainder of the paper, we describe in detail our vision of interactive data
analytics for the humanities and how we need to go beyond previous work. In section 3,
we introduce an integrated example for a fluid task in argumentation analysis within
the social sciences. We cover a wide range of methods and techniques from machine
learning, natural language processing, computer vision, and data management systems.
Following our four components, we first discuss techniques for interactive data acquisition in section 4. In section 5, we then argue for means of allowing users to directly
participate in the model development, for instance, by demonstrating how the learner
should behave. This is closely linked to interactively interpreting the learned model in
section 6 by tracing a learner’s decision and understanding the model internals, allowing
the teacher to effectively guide the learning. Finally, we discuss methods of interactive
system support in section 7 to deal with real-time constraints and effective visualization
of the results. In section 8, we conclude the paper.

3

A Visionary Example: Argumentation Analysis

To demonstrate the potential of the interactive data analytics paradigm, we consider the
following integrated example targeted towards argumentation analysis in the humanities. Imagine a social scientist (S) investigating a controversial research question such
as “Should Europe accept more refugees?” by using the envisioned interactive data analytics system (D) with the goal of compiling a customized summary of the relevant
standpoints and arguments present in arbitrary web sources.
In the first step, S acquires data by advising D to crawl relevant documents and
video clips from a newspaper, YouTube, and a number of online forums dedicated to
discussing the European Union. Instead of implementing this step as a preprocessing
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step tweaked by an information retrieval specialist, D would come up quickly with a
few first results and asks S to select the ones that best fit her needs. D would pick up
this feedback and iteratively refine both the crawling and the relevance ranking of the
results. Already while the corpus is growing, S and her team would annotate some of
the retrieved documents and individual scenes in the video clips, e.g., for claims and
premises. From these annotations, D would develop a machine learning model that
cannot only improve the information retrieval and exploration, but also pre-annotate
the crawled documents to allow S to correct the system responses rather than having
to create all annotations from scratch. Since S is not satisfied with the initial quality
of the model, she first asks her colleague for a large annotated dataset of claims and
premises and guides the system in transferring knowledge about how to effectively detect claims and premises although the newly crawled data spans totally different genres
and domains. In the interplay of responding to system queries and annotating new data,
S explores the dataset while it is developing. By observing which documents S prefers
and that she tends to skip the first two minutes of a video, D gets a better notion of what
is important for the task.
As the data grows and S feels that the claim and premise annotations work much
better, she starts to label argumentative fallacies, such as the shifting the burden of
proof fallacy as in: “There must be thousands of terrorists immigrating to our country.
I challenge you to prove me wrong!” To this end, S starts with rather broad fallacy
categories and iteratively refines them. D needs to adapt the learned model on-the-fly
and assist S, for example, by suggesting a decision boundary between overly large,
inhomogeneous groups of fallacious arguments. At several points, S is puzzled why
D suggests a certain fallacy type, so she asks the system for explanation. D might
respond that the decision is largely influenced by certain parts of a neural network, for
which D shows a visualization. S soon finds that the voice recognition component keeps
conflating refugee and refuse. Therefore, she draws an improved decision boundary into
the visualization, which yields a strong constraint during retraining of the model.
Having analyzed much of the crawled data, S gets interested in ordering the arguments in a timeline. She asks D to do this by marking where the document or video
creation time can be found. She also demonstrates that D should select the most important arguments and place the oldest argument at the top and the newest argument at
the bottom. While doing so, she decides that it would make more sense to mark related
arguments, which is why she introduces a separate column per argumentative strand.
This integrated example demonstrates that concepts sought after are likely to evolve
during the discovery process and, hence, when selecting data and training a system. S
starts with practically no data, but generates everything while she develops the research
question and the result format. The envisioned system has to be highly flexible and interactive so that S can make all these inputs herself while D responds in real-time—even
though the processing of the entire dataset might still be running in the background.

4

Interactive Data Acquisition

In a traditional data analytics setup, a machine learning algorithm is trained with massive amounts of data. This is particularly true in recent approaches making heavy use
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of deep neural networks [57]. Acquiring such large amounts of data is, however, a key
problem in the humanities, where annotations typically depend on expert knowledge.
We are thus facing small data scenarios, in which the learner often has no initial data for
the current domain or task at all—which is generally known as the cold-start problem
To address this problem, new methods are needed to make better use of existing
data and obtain new annotations for learning as efficiently as possible. Interactive annotation processes offer the opportunity for learners to request feedback when they are
uncertain (active learning) and for human teachers to gradually refine the model while
they are annotating (online learning) or intervene when they encounter mistakes. With
interactive data acquisition, learning and annotation should become a single intertwined
process that is guided by the teacher to rapidly learn a good model.
Research in active learning provides a first step into interactive data analytics by
transgressing the conventional model of machine learning [20,91]. Active learning has
already found frequent use in natural language processing (e.g., [70,3,33]), in particular
also for annotating texts [103]. For example, the open-source annotation tool W EB A NNO has recently added active learning techniques for suggesting potential annotations to the annotator [108]. In computer vision, active learning has been investigated
for object categorization [45], where a human teacher interactively labels images with
the corresponding object categories, or for object attributes [74]. This paradigm has
also been applied to domains where only experts are able to provide the appropriate
fine-grained category information [12].
Typically, active learning techniques focus on identifying examples for which the
currently learned hypothesis is most uncertain in its prediction. Using the most unreliable matches of the current hypothesis in the text to query the annotator for more information is the key idea of uncertainty sampling [58], a variant of which has, e.g., been
applied to learning statistical grammars [8]. Bayesian active learning is a commonly
used technique to globally optimize uncertainty [44]. Many classifiers not only yield a
prediction but also a confidence score or probability value indicating the reliability of
the prediction. Alternatively, uncertainty can be measured using the disagreement in a
committee of diverse classifiers [92]. It may also be good to select batches of examples
instead of single ones [13].
The active learning paradigm is particularly suited for dealing with the cold-start
problem in the humanities, as it yields very steep learning curves [42]. To date, however, the available active learning methods are severely limited in the types of annotation
and learning tasks they may be applied to. For instance, the active deep learning networks proposed by Zhou et al. [110], focus on atomic user annotations (e.g., sentiment
labels). In contrast, our humanities setting requires a suitable representation of complex analysis units composed of multiple variables of different types, such as events,
claims, or gestures. The representation also has to reduce the burden of the domain experts to express their expertise to the learning system. Experts may have many years of
experience, and simply using only data and labels ignores all of the valuable insights
that they could offer. As an example, the expert may say that if the author of a short
story is “Edgar Allan Poe” then the preferred genre of the story is “mystery”. Thus,
users may provide programs that label some subset of the data as proposed by Ratner
et al. [82]. This data programming is an instance of statistical relational learning [26],
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which learns models in domains such as the humanities with both complex relational
structure—variable number of objects of different types with relations among them—
and rich probabilistic structure. This generalizes weakly-supervised learning [107] and
allows for a seamless integration of different learning systems and knowledge bases.
However, while users are domain experts they are not machine learning experts.
Thus, deciding what knowledge to provide to the learner apriori is a difficult problem.
Even if users were able to intuitively offer their knowledge, it is impractical for them
to completely summarize years of experience before the learning starts. Hence, the
learning algorithm should actively seek advice from the user as proposed by Odom
and Natarajan [69]. For instance, the learner may ask the user, “What is your choice of
label if a student and a professor are co-authors?” The expert replies saying, “I prefer
the student to be advised by the professor”. This preference is then explicitly weighed
against the data while continuing to learn the model.
Making use of unlabeled data for training is generally an attractive way of addressing the cold-start problem and small data scenarios. Unsupervised (as well as semiand weakly-supervised) learning methods incorporate general knowledge in the model
design and use this to extract latent structure from unlabeled data. This latent structure simplifies the learning problem without relying on annotated training data. Early
work aimed at giving recommendations based on sparse data [89]. Similar techniques
have been transferred to a number of natural language processing (e.g., semantic analysis [10,102]) and computer vision [84,73] tasks. Unsupervised methods can further
accelerate the learning process by identifying structure in the data before training data
is available. Bayesian and approximate Bayesian methods, such as variational autoencoders [52], provide novel techniques for handling this uncertainty within a deep
model. The challenge is to identify such suitable models that are general enough to suit
the variety of learning tasks that the system must adapt to.
We can also leverage data that has been labeled for different, but related annotation schemes or tasks using transfer learning [72]. Daumé III [25] introduced a simple
method for domain adaptation using an augmented feature space, and Kim et al. [51]
suggest using label embeddings for cases in which the annotation schemes vary substantially. Recent work has introduced new methods for transferring information from
different hidden layers in deep neural networks for image representations [71,62]. The
potential for transfer learning in expert-based data analytics tasks has not yet been fully
explored and typically has not considered the transfer of personalized models between
similar people. However, this will be necessary for subjective tasks in which humanities researchers follow alternative hypotheses or analysis strategies (e.g., different argumentation theories). Though these researchers aim at developing a personalized, usercentered model, they can benefit from integrating general latent properties of the task
that hold across multiple strategies, or that are highly similar to other users.
Crowdsourcing has been successfully used to generate large amounts of labeled data
in both natural language processing and computer vision. Major challenges to applying
crowdsourcing for humanities tasks are fluid task definitions and the need for expert
knowledge. There have been several attempts at modeling complex annotation tasks as
games with a purpose [2] (e.g., for predicting protein structures [21]), but so far there
is little work for humanities data. As crowdsourcing is limited to clearly defined tasks
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[14], it will be necessary to interactively translate a vaguely defined task to a clear-cut
description that is comprehensible for lay workers – or identify subproblems for which
this is possible. Recent work approached the task of intelligently selecting a worker’s
task to optimize annotation cost and quality [105,47,95]. While this improves learning
rates, it is also a way to iteratively match a worker’s skills with the (latent) demands of
the task. Other works have focused on machine learning methods that are suitable for
learning in the presence of the high numbers of comparably unreliable labels that often
result from crowdsourcing annotations [41].

5

Interactive Model Development

Humanities experts each have their own personal working style and complex, changing
goals, yet existing tools typically assume a static model that cannot adapt on-the-fly to
the user’s needs. These tools do not account for the different steps the user may take to
complete a task, and do not learn how best to present information to assist the user at
each stage. Furthermore, model development depends entirely on explicit annotations
from the user. A new, dynamic approach for interactive model development is needed to
adapt to such fluid problem definitions through both explicit and implicit user feedback.
Explicit annotation is time-consuming and typically constrains the user to a single,
narrow way for passing information to the model—most often by labeling instances
with one of multiple predefined classes. Annotation costs can often be considerably
reduced by learning from multiple types of user feedback, including the implicit information in user navigation patterns recorded as mouse clicks. This feedback may not be
in the form of class labels that can directly be used to train a model but may instead
represent a choice for one action over another. For example, a user clicking on an item
in a list may be interpreted as a preference for that item over the other items in the list
[79]. Developing a ranking model from such pairwise comparisons is the goal of preference learning [31]. For example, Dzyuba et al. [27] infer a general ranking function for
patterns from user-provided feedback over a small set of patterns. Training preferences
for such models can be implicitly inferred from the user’s behavior [79].
A further complication is the inconsistency of such implicit feedback signals, which
are likely to have varying levels of noise or bias over time. Bayesian techniques have
been successfully used to handle such unreliability when learning from pairwise preferences [18] or combining crowdsourced classifications with labelers whose behavior
changes over time [96]. Such techniques could be used to train models for analyzing
language or image data with multiple types of user feedback, and can be integrated
using variational inference [7], which allows composition of models in a modular fashion. Recent works on deep exponential families [81] and variational auto encoders [52]
show how this idea can be executed to create deep models using approximate Bayesian
methods for complex modeling tasks.
As well as tailoring models of data to individual users, an interactive approach to
humanities tasks could adapt the way that models are used to select and present information to assist users with different steps in a complex analysis task. Depending on the
end user’s perspective, the way that model outputs are presented may have very different
costs or benefits. For example, omitting a crucial piece of information from a summary
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of an argument may have higher cost than including redundant text. The learner may
also request feedback explicitly, but the future benefits of learning from this information must be traded off against the time the user takes to provide it and the need to
provide her with immediate benefits. This balance is known as the exploration vs. exploitation trade-off, and can be optimized using reinforcement learning (RL) techniques
[99]. To apply RL, we view our interactive scenario as a partially observable Markov
decision process (POMDP), in which the agent aims to maximize a cumulative future
reward by choosing an action given the current state of its environment. The state includes the available text and visual data, latent structures inferred from that data, such
as arguments, as well as user behavior data (e.g., a record of clicks) and latent variables
representing the user’s preferences and task. The agent can perform different actions
such as choosing information to present to the user, how this should be presented (e.g.,
the order of a list), and explicitly requesting feedback. The reward indicates the value of
the new state to the user but may not be provided explicitly, so may need to be inferred
from implicit feedback. The task of the learning system is to learn a so-called policy
that lets it choose its actions in a way that maximizes the expected reward. A successful
approach for complex tasks with large state spaces are relational RL [56] and deep RL
[66], but this may require a large number of steps to train. In practice, the agent may
encounter previously unseen states, which can be handled effectively using Bayesian
RL to account for the uncertainty in the best course of action [34].
A crucial issue for interactive model development is that the learning system develops a model of the user and her task, so that techniques such as RL can effectively
reduce the amount of interaction required. In machine learning, several techniques have
recently been developed to facilitate what is also known as apprenticeship learning.
Such techniques can be employed to learn human skills that the experts cannot directly
communicate, or to personalize interaction processes.
Most notably, variants of RL have been developed that do not aim at optimizing a
system’s behavior by trial and error given a numeric feedback signal, but instead try to
mimic observed behavior. The corresponding field—learning from demonstration—has
become particularly successful in robotics [88,6,5] but has not yet been popularized in
applications in the humanities. Inverse reinforcement learning [1,68,67,77] is such a
technique, where the goal is to learn a hidden reward function, which may guide the
teacher’s observed behavior.
When working with a fluid problem definition, the relevance of previously accumulated data varies over time depending on the user’s current task. Models must adapt to
this concept drift, for example, by employing Bayesian techniques to handle the uncertainty caused by changing user behavior [96]. The long-term value of data must also
be taken into account when acquiring explicit feedback from a user. Techniques for
lifelong machine learning [19] could be brought to bear on this problem by providing
mechanisms for balancing long-term value against the cost of interrupting a user [46].
A necessity for an interactive collaboration between a data analytics system and a
human domain expert is that the machine learning algorithm does not need to be configured by a data science expert. This includes problems such as the automated selection
of an appropriate algorithm [60] and tuning its hyperparameters [40]. For example,
AUTO -W EKA is an extension of the W EKA data mining and machine learning library,
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which can automatically find an appropriate configuration for a given learning task
[101]. Humanities experts could also be empowered to directly modify the model, for
example, by defining logical rules that alter neural networks models [39]. Another relatively unexplored approach would be to allow users to provide feedback to an attention
mechanism, which directs a neural network to focus on the relevant parts of an image
[24] or piece of text [63]. Given suitable user interfaces, humanities users could also
create new features on the fly that provide useful abstractions from raw data. Intuitive
latent features, such as topic clusters, could be modified directly by users, for example, by moving items between clusters. However, extensive modification of the internal
components of a model depends on suitable techniques for interpreting models, which
we discuss in the next section.

6

Interactive Model Interpretation

Most existing machine learning algorithms are integrated into applications as a black
box that presents users with one type of output, such as classifications, without exposing them to the underlying workings of the method. However, sophisticated models
for vision or language understanding often have multiple components, such as the different layers in a deep network, or multiple algorithms used together in a pipeline.
While users should not be expected to understand the details of how a method works,
complete opaqueness can undermine a user’s confidence in an algorithm because its
mistakes become unpredictable, meaning that the user may spend more time checking
the automated method’s work. An algorithm can indicate confidence in its decisions
through probabilities, but these do not provide an explanation of the decision and therefore do not solve the problem. Understanding the model or important parts of it can be
crucial when the algorithm encounters a new domain and must transition from a state
of ignorance to earn the user’s trust in carrying out its intended task. Moreover, in many
applications the goal is not so much to maximize predictive performance, but to gain
insight into the data. For this reason, one commonly distinguishes between predictive
and descriptive data mining.
Algorithms for descriptive data mining typically rely on a rule-based representation of the results because rules offer the best trade-off between human and machine
understandability [30]. Nevertheless, the aspect of interpretability still needs to be further explored. For example, it is conventional wisdom in machine learning that shorter
explanations are better. Occam’s Razor, “Entia non sunt multiplicanda sine necessitate”,1 is often cited as support for this principle. Typically, it is understood as “given
two explanations of the data, all other things being equal, the simpler explanation is
preferable”. However, there are a few rule learning algorithms that explicitly aim for
longer rules, and it is not clear that shorter rules are indeed more comprehensible for
human experts [97]. Other criteria, such as semantic coherence of the conditions of a
rule, should thus be considered in the learning process [32].
For other types of learning algorithms, it is harder but often nevertheless crucial to
be able to explain and justify the outputs of the learned model to the user. For example,
1

Entities should not be multiplied beyond necessity.
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the strength of many recent learning algorithms, most notably deep learning [57,90],
word embeddings [64] or topic modeling [11], is that latent variables are formed during the learning process. Understanding the meaning of these hidden variables is crucial for transparent and justifiable decisions. Consequently, visualization of such model
components has recently received some attention [17,109,85]. Several works addressed
the visualization of a network’s long short-term memory (LSTM) and attention mechanisms, e.g., in machine translation [87]. Hendricks et al. [38] identify discriminating
features in a deep visual classification task and learn to associate explanations in natural
language with such features. Learning human-readable explanations at an appropriate
level of abstraction is a core open research question. In any case, the need for learning interpretable models has been identified in several disciplines, and, not surprisingly,
workshops at various conferences have been devoted to this topic [49,106,35].
A common restriction for most of the above methods is that even though the explanation quality is lifted from a technical to a semantic level, the user is still a comparably
passive consumer of the presented models. A key step forward would be if users could
directly interact with the provided models, visualize them from different (semantic) angles, pose multiple question types to the data, and, eventually, even correct the models.
Systems like M INING Z INC [36] and relational mathematical programming frameworks
[48,65], which allow users to declaratively define a data analytics problem with a highlevel constraint-based language, are currently being developed.
A further step ahead would be to allow the user to directly modify parts of the model
in interaction with the learner. For example, Beckerle [9] explored an interactive rule
learning process where learned rules could be directly modified by the user, thereby
causing the learner to re-learn subsequently learned rules. Alternatively, one can imagine a user who is able to directly interact with other types of model components, such
as hidden layers in a neural network. For example, Hu et al. [39] proposed a combination of deep neural models with structured logic rules to foster the interpretation of
the model and allow users to (indirectly) steer the learning process. Such an interactive
approach is perhaps closer to the way that people train each other – by explaining how
they make decisions as well as providing examples. This approach could therefore improve both the user’s trust in the model and increase training speed for new tasks and
domains by reducing the need to provide numerous examples before the important features are identified. Research towards such truly interactive machine learning systems
has just started.

7

Interactive System Support

Many systems and tools exist already to support developers when curating complex
machine learning models for text and image data (e.g., R and Spark MLLib or TensorFlow). However, these tools are limited in a number of fundamental ways in their
support for a human-in-the-loop when curating or developing models. First, existing
tools require well-trained data scientists to select the appropriate techniques and adjust the hyperparameters to build models and to evaluate their outcomes. Second, even
when working on small labeled datasets, many of these tools still require large amounts
of data as background knowledge (e.g., large knowledge bases, corpora, pre-trained emThe final publciation is available at Springer via http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-77113-7_41
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beddings) and thus are often too slow to provide interactive feedback to domain experts
in the model development process. Third, many of the machine learning techniques require heavy data pre-processing steps before text and visual data can be used for the
actual analytics task. This can further limit the overall interactivity of the system.
In this section, we discuss how existing machine learning tools have to change to
better support interactive data analytics from a systems perspective. This systems perspective complements the interactive data acquisition, model development, and model
interpretation components described in the previous sections.
Interactive Data Acquisition: The first step in data acquisition is typically the preprocessing of the text and visual data used as input or background knowledge. One
important step when pre-processing text documents is, for example, to retrieve the embeddings for each word from an existing corpus of pre-trained word vectors and then
apply the pre-trained model (e.g., for classifying arguments as supportive or not). However, corpora of word embeddings can be huge (e.g., billions of vectors in the case of
[76]). Therefore, we require efficient techniques for storing and retrieving embeddings
or similar input data. Furthermore, pre-processing steps must be able to be applied incrementally to new data sources to support a progressive execution of the upstream
machine learning pipeline. In the computational argumentation example, the user does
not first want to pre-process the complete set of documents before applying it to the
classification model to find out which arguments support her hypothesis. Instead, preprocessing and classification should be intertwined to provide progressive answers to
the user while streaming over the text of the document.
The already mentioned cold-start problem is another challenge for system support
to data acquisition. While there exist many techniques in active learning, none of these
techniques focuses on how to suggest new examples at interactive speeds. Instead, their
main objective is to find examples where the current model is most uncertain in its
prediction, since labeling these items promises the biggest benefit. However, finding
the most uncertain examples can be extremely expensive if large amounts of data are
involved. One idea to achieve interactivity in this learning process is to use ideas from
neighbor-sensitive hashing [75] to quickly find the k-nearest unlabeled neighbors of
already labeled examples that are close to the decision boundary (i.e., where the model
is the most uncertain).
For solutions based on transfer learning, we require systems that are able to store a
large number of datasets and models and provide efficient search capabilities that allow
users to interactively retrieve related data or pre-trained models that are best suited for
their task and data at hand.
Interactive Model Development: Throughout the overall model training and development process, data analytics tools must consistently provide response times low
enough to guarantee fluid user interactions and integrate user feedback. In fact, a recent study [61] has shown that even small delays of more than 500 ms significantly
decrease a user’s activity level, dataset coverage, and insight discovery rate. However,
none of the existing tools can guarantee interactive latencies [53]. Previous work by
Crotty et al. [23] approached this problem for structured data, but we are not aware of
any work focusing on unstructured data or use cases in the humanities.
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One important challenge for incorporating user feedback is to enable the retraining
of models in real-time when new user input is available either through explicit labeling
or through implicit feedback. While there has been significant work in online machine
learning that allows models to be progressively updated, existing techniques often cannot be applied directly, as the incremental retraining might not be able to keep up with
the high update rate resulting from implicit feedback (e.g., clickstreams). Another issue
is that models may become too complex and thus updating the model incrementally
might exceed the interactive threshold. There are multiple ways to tackle this issue:
adaptively batching updates based on the incoming update rate, employing parallelization [83] or online learning algorithms such as MIRA [22], and avoiding that the model
forgets already learned concepts, e.g., by applying experience replay [59] to speed up
an RL-based learner.
Since implicit feedback with its heavily varying quality is of a different nature to
explicit feedback, it might turn out useful to adaptively drop low quality updates by applying techniques known in the systems community for load shedding [100]. However,
these techniques must be adapted to perform load shedding based on the quality of the
user input. Another interesting direction to address this problem is to approximate the
model (e.g., by representing weights in a neural network in an approximate manner).
Finding the right approximation to achieve the best model quality under a fixed time
budget to apply the update appears a promising avenue of research.
To make interactive learning tools accessible to humanities experts, we discussed
automatically selecting machine learning algorithms and their hyperparameters in section 5. However, this is a challenging task due to the large search space, which means
that naı̈ve grid search approaches, for instance, do not allow us to compute a good set
of hyperparameters in real time. Recent techniques such as scalable kernel composition
[50] provide viable solutions for certain types of machine learning models, but further
research is required to enable automated model selection in real time.
Interactive Model Interpretation: Interactive systems support is also required for many
of the model interpretation tasks outlined in section 6. The reason is that models, such as
neural networks, can get large and thus exploring the model and summarizing important
aspects at interactive speeds is a challenge on its own. Furthermore, as a result of model
interpretation, users might want to manually adjust the model internals. These techniques are sometimes referred to as Specialized Programming [78]. That is, the user
“programs” the machine learning model, for instance, by directly modifying internal
layers of a neural network. The corresponding challenge from the systems perspective
is again to retrain the model based on the user modifications and interactively allow the
user to inspect the model quality after updating the model.
Generally, if interactive systems are to have truly broad impact, building and maintaining them needs to become substantially easier. They should support the rapid combination, deployment, and maintenance of existing data analytics algorithms and domain
knowledge. For that, one should identify and validate programming and data abstractions as building blocks. Identifying, optimizing, and supporting abstractions as primitives could make systems for interactive data analytics substantially easier to setup, to
understand the user, and to scale. This can bring us a step closer to unleashing the full
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potential of data analytics in various domains, even beyond humanities. To ensure that
such a platform is accessible to many users, the programming interface must be small,
clean, and composable to enhance productivity and enable users to try and accommodate many data analytics algorithms; the ability to integrate diverse data sources and
types requires the data model of the programming interface to be versatile. A combination of the relational data model and a statistical relational language such as Markov
logic and relational mathematical programs [26] satisfies these criteria. In combination
with imperative languages this seems to be a promising direction but further research is
required to realize interactiveness.

8

Conclusions

Current data analytics is mostly limited to tasks for which large-scale homogeneous
benchmarks exist. However, real-world use cases typically have different properties:
they are highly heterogeneous and involve infrequent and complex phenomena, for
which only small-scale datasets are available. The need for new data analytics approaches is particularly pressing for the humanities, as the use cases in these disciplines
do not only require background expert knowledge for developing a system, labeling
data, and interpreting the results, but are also only vaguely defined in advance. Such a
fluid problem definition – which a human expert develops while doing the actual task –
calls for a totally different approach to data analytics.
In this paper, we have laid out our vision towards future data analytics in the humanities based on interactive machine learning. The main idea is to put the human in
the loop and iteratively refine the model based on the user’s feedback. By focusing on
the (expert) user and her task, we need to think beyond natural language processing and
closely cooperate with computer vision to enable multimodal systems to learn jointly
from text and visual data and mutually benefit from recent advances in the research of
suitable (deep) machine learning architectures. Interactive data analytics also requires
core research in machine learning, since existing techniques almost exclusively learn
from indirect input in the form of labeled examples or an algorithm’s parameter settings. Instead, our vision is that a human expert can steer the learning process by using
the system for her task, demonstrating how the system should behave and interpret the
learned model in order to identify specific patterns or errors. Even though there is little labeled data, we will have to include large amounts of background knowledge and
computationally heavy learning algorithms, which must be able to return their estimations in real-time. Research into efficient data management and systems engineering is
therefore the fourth major pillar of our vision.
In all four fields of study, there is already a vast body of existing work with which
we can fulfill parts of our vision. However, there is a clear demand for future efforts to
close the gaps in interactive model development and interpretation as well as systems
supporting this approach. If natural language processing joins forces with computer
vision, machine learning, and data management systems, we can make a great leap
forward.
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